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Abstract—Sentiment analysis of customer reviews has a crucial
impact on a business’s development strategy. Despite the fact
that a repository of reviews evolves over time, sentiment
analysis often relies on offline solutions where training data
is collected before the model is built. If we want to avoid
retraining the entire model from time to time, incremental
learning becomes the best alternative solution for this task. In
this work, we present a variant of online random forests to
perform sentiment analysis on customers’ reviews. Our model
is able to achieve accuracy similar to offline methods and
comparable to other online models.

Index Terms—Incremental Learning, Sentiment Analysis, En-
semble Learning.

1. Introduction

Businesses often want to know how customers think
about the quality of their services in order to improve and
make more profits. Restaurant goers may want to learn from
others’ experience using a variety of criteria such as food
quality, service, ambience, discounts and worthiness. Yelp
users may post their reviews and ratings on businesses and
services or simply express their thoughts on other reviews.
Bad (negative) reviews from one’s perspective may have an
effect on potential customers in making decisions, e.g., a
potential customer may cancel a service and persuade other
do the same.

There is no lack of studies on the Yelp dataset from
different viewpoints that unveil valuable information on
a wide range of topics such as the effect of promotion
strategies [1], the benefit of retrieving knowledge from
implicit user feedback [2], or the important role of local
reviewers [3]. The limitation of most studies is the inability
to capture rapid changes in knowledge so that the findings
are valid only under a static view of business activities. In
the real world, an evolving data source such as Yelp may
be better modeled with a dynamic approach to accurately
reflect continuous changes in business activities. Incremental
learning, an example of such a dynamic approach, has the
ability to learn a new concept without retraining on the
entire dataset. The question is to quantify how customers and
businesses are influenced and how business ratings change
in response to recent feedback with an incremental learning
approach.

Incremental learning supports two approaches: instance
and batch solutions, which differ by batch size. The batch
approach requires a full batch of examples to train so that
it learns from the most recent data examples as they come
in since it has to wait till a sufficient number of examples
that can be called a batch becomes available. Among state-
of-the-art classifiers, our work focuses on ensemble learning
where the ability to integrate a new model or to eliminate an
old model is an advantage of its design. We use the Random
Forests approach, a popular ensemble method, in building
our proposed incremental learning model.

Given a decision tree, the ability to induct a new data
instance into it relies on how a new split can be pro-
cessed. Maintaining all relevant examples at each node is the
simplest solution, but costly in terms of memory. Without
keeping this information, there is no way to make a new
split in response to an incoming data instance due to the
recursive design.

Our proposed algorithm has two main contributions as
follows.

• We propose an incremental learning approach to
train with high accuracy compared to other state-
of-the-art incremental methods.

• We demonstrate that our solution generates compa-
rable results with offline models at each incremental
size.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 introduces the
proposed approach. In Section 4, we report the experimental
setup. Section 5 presents results and discussion. Finally, we
give our conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related work

Incremental learning is inspired by the need to use
data mining algorithms on stream data, where training data
instances come along a timeline. An early model, incre-
mental induction decision tree [4], reconstructs a decision
tree by determining a feasible split after each incoming data
instance arrives. The downside of this approach is that it is
possible to produce an unstable tree in some rare cases when
the splitting feature may be shuffled repeatedly as a result of
incoming data. Furthermore, a single decision tree has been



known to be outperformed by a forest of decision trees (an
ensemble model) that uses consensus opinion.

With training data arriving on a time line, incoming data
cannot be used to correct a previous split when decision at a
particular node has been made. To overcome this problem,
Domingo et al [5] keep several splitting candidates in every
leaf and propose a method, known as Hoeffding bound to
estimate the probability of a good split. The implementation
of this method in the form of Hoeffding Trees is reported
to have better performance [6].

A non-tree single learner such as Online Naive Bayes
classifier proposed by [7] uses updated counters incremen-
tally to compute the probability of the class the new example
belongs to. A recently proposed incremental Naive Bayes (in
short iNB) algorithm [8] computes the posterior probability
of test examples in each class and class conditional probabil-
ity after an incoming data example arrives, and uses them to
adjust the degree of error between classification prediction
and observation.

Stochastic Gradient Descent [9], an example classifier
that works in incremental/online setting makes, does not
make a distribution assumption. A variant of Stochatic
Gradient Descent, known as Factorization Machine (FM)
[10], uses regularization automatically in training. Using
a polynomial kernel, FM is often comparable to Support
Vector Machines (SVM) but works well with sparse data.
As the performance of FM is stable in this study in all
experiments, we use it as a representation of SGD in our
study.

Under online category, several solutions have been sug-
gested including Random Forests (ORF) [11], Hoeffding
Tree [12], and online Mondrian Forest [13]. However, none
of these approaches have been used for sentiment analysis.

3. Proposed approach

Our proposed model (named iRF) is an ensemble of
tree-based classifiers, inspired by the work of Lakshmi-
narayanan [13]. Each decision tree is independently built
from randomized sampling of examples similar to [14], and
updated or used for prediction. The final prediction for an
unseen example is generated by averaging the combination
of prediction from all trees.

To force phasing out of an old concept, we select a
candidate tree with low prediction performance over a time
period (equivalent to a half of the predefined number of
trees. We also introduce a weight factor for each data point
to determine which particular data point will be potentially
chosen for removal. Each data point is represented by a
tuple <index, count >where an index denotes an instance’s
order of arrival and a count denotes the number of data
examples arriving after it. Initially, the count is set to zero
when a data point first arrives. It increases for each incoming
instance or decreases after removing one. For the i

th data
instance, its weight is defined as Wi = index/(1+ count).
Wi = 1/(1 + 0) = 1 if it is the only example (i=1).

To incorporate a new arriving example di, we obtain
its count and update the summary at each node (refer to

line 7 in Algorithm 1) when di traverses to the node of the
tree. Two conditions needed for the split are the minimum
number of data points required at a node and the minimum
information gain. In this case (line 8), if a growing tree
does not violate a maximum predefined tree depth, this tree
simply grows (line 10). Otherwise, the process of building
(line 12) a new tree (refer to Algorithm 2) continues using a
sampling from all current data instances (line 9 in Algorithm
2). Lines 6 and 7 in Agorithm 2 are executed when the the
performance of the tree is low. A new tree is built with half
the examples from a recent half of seen examples and the
remaining data points are obtained by sampling the entire
set of data points.

By maintaining an index table with an updated count
of occurence for each example, we can select a potential
candidate for removal by its lowest weight to save space for
incoming data. We adapt a variant of the sliding window
approach ADWIN (ADaptive WINdowing) proposed by [15]
to detect change in error in performance of each decision
tree. This method works more effectively with our design
than the estimated average error of all observations as in
On-line Random Forests [11].

Algorithm 1 Iincremental Random Forests (iRF)
1: input: A new incoming data instance {di, i = 1 · · ·n}
2: A decision tree
3: output: An updated decision tree including di

4: Move di down the tree starting from its root
5: Initialize count(di) = 0
6: Update summary at each node
7: If (a split is required)
8: If (tree depth is less than threshold)
9: grow the current tree

10: Else
11: call Algorithm 2 without purge
12: Else
13: Update the current tree

Algorithm 2 Create a tree
1: input: A decision tree
2: output: An updated decision tree
3: Drop the current tree
4: If (tree performance is worse than a threshold)
5: Sample half from recent data, and
6: Randomly sample remaining half from all data in-

stances
7: Else
8: Sample from all data instances
9: Build a new tree

Our implementation differs from Mondrian Forests [13]
in the following details. We do not keep any training data at
each node. Instead we maintain class frequencies and other
summaries. When a new data instance traverses down the
tree, it initializes the update process for the count (the larger
the value the older is the concept) of each instance (data



TABLE 1. EXAMPLES OF YELP REVIEWS

Bstar sent review Ustar date
4.5 pos This place was DELICIOUS. ... 5 12/1/2012
4 pos A great townie bar with ... 4 2/17/2011

1.5 pos Inexpensive, solid falafel .... 4 2/22/2013
3 neg THREE times over 20 minutes... 3 10/27/2014
3 neg I had to come to the ... 3 5/11/2014
3 neg Service: OK Wait: very long 2 8/17/2015

4.5 neg Sad to say. this was a big ... 2 11/10/2013
2 neg Honestly, ...Over priced for ... 1 1/30/2015
3 neg This place was way worse ... 1 12/5/2014

point). The count is used to compute each instance’s weight
factor, which is used to select the most likely candidate for
dropping data instances. The other dropping case involves
low performance of a particular decision tree.

We use our proposed method for sentiment analysis on
a subset of restaurant reviews from the Yelp1 dataset. In our
experiment, we set up 100 trees for ensemble learning using
Online Random Forests (ORF) and our proposed model
(iRF). Other algorithms include Hoeffding Tree, Factoriza-
tion Machine (FM), and incremental Naive Bayes (iNB).

We obtain over 2.2 million examples of reviews from the
Yelp Data challenge. In this study, we focus on a subset of
businesses in the restaurant category (25071 records contain
the ‘restaurant’ word), which includes both chain restaurants
(such as McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Steak n Shake, etc.) and
independent restaurants.

Ratings ranging from 1 (worst) to 5 stars (best) can be
given by a reviewer while an average rating star in the same
range is generated by Yelp (see Table 1). While 3 stars
can be considered neutral, we observe that implicit negative
sentiment has become more common over the years so that
rating star (Bstar) by Yelp and its own reviewers (UStar)
have been moving in the opposite direction.

When there is a large difference between two ratings,
the low number of votes for a corresponding review may
represent a vote from an unfair competitor, or a disgruntled
employee. To avoid this problem, we exclude any review
from a non-elite user who currently has fewer useful votes
than the number of reviews. In addition, these non-elite users
should post to more than 1 restaurant.

We obtain a total of 113,197 users with 424,521 reviews
for 12437 restaurants for this study. We assign a label of
positive sentiment for 4 and 5 stars and negative sentiment
for 1 and 2 stars for each review. Generating features is a
challenge in incremental learning because we do not know
all values in advance. In this study, we assume that we have
the entire corpus for the purpose of extracting features.

4. Experimental setup

Simple sentiment analysis uses a bag of words approach
where selected words represent a positive or negative senti-
ment.

1. https://www.yelp.com/dataset challenge

TABLE 2. COMPARING ACCURACY PERFORMANCE AMONG MODELS

Algorithm Accuracy
BOW FOFE Word2Vec

FM (Factorization Machine) 0.93 0.952 0.96
HT (Hoeffding Tree) 0.93 0.946 0.95
ORF (On-line Random Forest) 0.91 0.91 0.92
iRF (Our approach) 0.91 0.93 0.94
iNB (Incremental Naive Bayes) 0.90 0.89 0.90

Recently, Socher et al. [16] have suggested a model
phrase-based sentiment analysis approach. Surprisingly, our
experimental results using this method by representing each
sentence in the review with an average word vector and
training with Random Forests are not better than the bag of
words approach.

We use two other approaches, i.e., Word2Vec [17] and
FOFE (Fixed-size Ordinally Forgetting Encoding) [18] in
our study. We include these following features:

• numCapital: number of words with all capital letters,
• avgSentLen: average sentences length,
• avgWordLen: average number of words in sentence,
• avgChacLen: average number of characters in word,

and
• numUsefull: a number of useful votes.

We experiment with the following three combination of
settings: Bag Of Word (BOW), Bag of Words on FOFE
(simply as FOFE), and Bag of Words with Word2Vec in the
remaining paper.

5. Results and discussion

Using a Bag Of Words (BOW) approach, Hoeffding
Tree (HT) achieves the best ROC performance which is
followed very closely by FM (see left plot in Figure 1). Our
proposed approach comes in third place but slightly better
than ORF, particularly iNB. With Bag of Words on FOFE
as features (refer to middle plot in Figure 1), our proposed
model is closer to ROC curves of Factorization Machine
(FM) and Hoeffding Tree. ORF also shows improvement in
its performance while the most significant gain is for iNB.
In the last experiment, our proposed approach (iRF) is able
to outperform HT, ORF and iNB but not FM (refer to the
right plot in Figure 1).

We observe that Word2Vec and FOFE in combination
with the Bag of Words approach are the two feature settings
that provide better feature representations rather than Bag
of Words alone. It is interesting as our training text is not
so large as in published literature [19]. Table 2 illustrates
the accuracy of the performance for the algorithms in three
experiments. The simplest BOW approach provides little
distinction among the algorithms with both FM and and
HT on top.

Despite the fact that iNB produces lowest AUCs in the
three experiments, it is the one with the lowest run time
while Online Random Forests has the longest run time due
to its high computation need. Our model has longer run



Figure 1. ROCs for 3 experiment settings in the study

Figure 2. Accuracy as a function of size

time than iNB because our design is based on incremental
learning that induces trees instance by instance. Comparing
run time is unfair with batch incremental settings in the case
of Factorization Machine (FM).

Figure 2 illustrates accuracy as a function of data size in
the last experiment (The third feature setting where 1K unit
in the x-axis denotes 1000). Accuracy is measured after the
first 1000 examples and held out as a validation set. With
10,000 training examples, accuracy values of FM, HT, ORF
and our approach (iRF) show significant changes.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed an incremental learning algorithm
and demonstrated its performance for learning sentiment
analysis. However the assumption that we know the set of
all possible values for features when extracting features is
not always practical. Our plan is to study hashing to tackle
this issue.
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